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Events: SE Region Meeting October 21-23, 2011 Athens, Georgia



From the SE President Athens: Here We Come!



3 Reference Garden : The State Arboretum of Virginia By T’ai Roulston, VA



Spread the Word By Maud Henne, VA



Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,



As I write this letter we are just four weeks away from our regional meeting in Athens, Ga. I really encourage you to come; you are guaranteed a fun time and a wonderful learning experience. And like me, you‘ll also enjoy the fellowship with other conifer lovers. I encourage you to reach out and invite any of your gardening friends or Master Gardeners you know to our conference as well. The planning committee has lined up some great speakers and wonderful gardens and nurseries to tour. The silent auction is shaping up to be one of the largest we‘ve had with an incredible palette of choice and unusual conifers and some non-conifers too. This is an important fund-raiser for our region so it‘s a great way to add some choice plants to



your own landscape and called Cook Pine here, is support the growth and quite majestic growing to development of our re- over 100 feet tall with a gional society. striking narrow form with I‘m currently in beautiful branches which turn upHawaii where the ocean is ward. Araucaria heteroblue, the sand is black, phylla, commonly called plants are tropical, flowers Norfolk Island Pine, is also are exotic, and the conifers; quite abundant and has beautifully layered branches which are bright green. Other conifers on Hawaii‘s Big Island include larch, Dawn redwood, Italian cypress, and numerous species of pine. One pine in particular that I‘ve grown fond of while here is the Mexican Weeping Pine, Pinus patula. Its long soft needles project such a soft and bilI‘m surprised how many I lowy texture. Cupressus have seen here. One genera sempervirens, Italian Cythat is prevalent here is Araupress, also thrives in the carias; they are majestic. Hawaiian climate. I‘ve Araucaria species are eve- spied some outstanding rywhere here. In fact, green forms, even the beauAraucaria is considered an tiful ‗Swane‘s Gold‘ selecinvasive plant in Hawaii. tion that grabs your attenA. columnaris, commonly tion with its bright yellowgold foliage.
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_________________________________________________________________________________________ I have to say that I just don‘t typically Conifer Impressions in VT think about Hawaii and conifers but after being here, barring expense, it would be By Maud Henne easy to have an ACS national meeting For once I drove 1000 miles to attend here! the NE Region meeting in Burlington, VT in September combining the trip with a visit of the Glass-Museum in Corning, NY and spending some time with two of my stepsons and families in Rochester, NY.



Editor’s Choice:



Conifers and Art



Having battled heavy rains in PA, at Burlington the gardens and Lake Champlain were at their best.



Just as a reminder, our Southeast ACS Region is now able to communicate with all members totally paperless! We are able to save printing and mailing costs and provide information much more timely through email, Facebook, and ourwebsite which is



We saw a lot of weeping Norway spruces, Colorado spruces, even some columnar ones, and some Korean firs, Abies koreana with lots of cones. What was striking was seeing many weeping larches - Larix kaempferi ‗Pendula‘ -as were up there, in private gardens and in public places. They like the cold weather.



www.southeasternconifers.com.



Grounds for Sculpture, Hamilton, NJ



State Arboretum Virginia



If you have not received any email information from us, that means that we do not have an email address for you. If you would like to receive email updates from the SE Region regarding meetings, rendezvous, our newsletter or conifer related events, please go to our SE Region website, click on the ―Email us‖ and ask to be added to our list. Your email address will remain confidential, and will ONLY be used for SE Region ACS news. I look forward to seeing you in Athens!



See page 3 Visitors to the arboretum are welcome from dawn to dusk every day of the year. Entrance fees are only charged during fundraising plant sales on Mother's Day and Columbus Day weekends. More information can be found through the website of Blandy Experimental Farm: http://blandy.virginia.edu. Some highlights of the collection Grove of 300 ginkgos



Sue



Grove of 8 China fir Susan L. Hamilton, Ed.D Associate Professor , UT Garden Director Knoxville, TN Phone: 865– 974-7972 E-mail: [email protected]



Allee of 36 cedars of Lebanon Pines: 31 species



But then, on the other hand: Up there you do not find my beloved Deodar Cedars which like it hot.



Fir: 14 species Spruce: 11 species
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The State Arboretum of Virginia by T'ai Roulston, Curator. Photos by Tim Farmer The State Arboretum of Virginia, also known as the Orland E. White Arboretum, sits atop the Shenandoah Valley, near Winchester, Virginia. Occupying the central 172 acres of Blandy Experimental Farm, an ecological field station, it is part of the University of Virginia.



There is a drive-through alley of cedar of Lebanon, a tall grove of China fir, and many examples of some unusual taxa, such as table mountain pine, Japanese umbrella pine, and Arizona cypress.



Eastern white pines marking the western border



The historic Quarters building hosts workshops and programs



The plant collection comprises over 5000 woody specimens, including 1200 conifers, planted in groves and family groupings. The arboretum also includes 7 herbaceous gardens and a native plant trail. Among the 213 taxa of conifers are several large dawn redwoods and towering bald cypress, whose rust-colored fall foliage stands out against a wall of evergreens.



A little history. In 1926, Graham Blandy bequeathed 700 acres to the University of Virginia to establish a research facility called Blandy Experimental Farm (BEF). BEF‘s first director, Orland E. White established a research arboretum to study plant genetics, propagating a worldwide collection of specimens arranged linearly across the landscape to reflect the most primitive to the most advanced plant families, as understood at the time.



A grove of 300 ginkgos in autumn



The rusty needles of dawn redwood against a green wall of Arizona cypress.



One research grove consisted of 300 ginkgo trees planted to study sex ratio (answer: it is 50-50); the grove is now one of the most prominent features of the landscape and the most photographed feature each October when the leaves turn golden. Now the arboretum serves to support research, k-12 education, and the general public through formal and informal programs. Footnote: see page 2 for information and highlights
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Coning the Southeast: Dwarf Conifers For the ‘Final Frontier’ By Scott Burrell, Richmond, VA The year is 1926, a blustery day with high clouds sweeping over the mountains of Sarajevo, Yugoslavia (present day Bosnia) and Czech, Eugene Smidt has just discovered one of the finest dwarf conifers ever. Over 100 years old and under 10‘ tall, his original discovery still sits near neighboring mugo pines (some think it a hybrid of the two species) as well as normal sized 50‘ to 100‘ Bosnian pines. His Bosnian pine becomes Pinus heldreichii ‗Smidtii‘ and today the original--now 80 years old-- cutting or ‗scion‘ he grafted onto Scot‘s Pine (Pinus sylvestris) rootstock stands less than 3 feet tall at Pruhonice Arboretum in Prague in all its conical glory. And guess what, this Bosnian pine does well in the Southeastern U. S. to Zone 8a.



Conifers in Scott Burrell’s Garden Eugene Smidt‘s is one of hundreds of stories of discovery by those fevered few with ‗Addicted Conifer Syndrome‘-- and extreme avarice, love, even obsession with these incredible four seasons woody plants of the ancient division Pinophyta, precursors to the worlds better known flowering plants the angiosperms. Think cones—conifers derive their name from the Latin ‗conus‘ a cone and ‗ferre‘ to bear-- think needles, think evergreen. You‘d be right and wrong on all accounts! Some have very un-cone like round pea sized ‗fruits‘ like juniper and the false cypress; some have scalelike leaves that grow in flattened sprays like the Arborvitae and Hinoki Cypress; some are not evergreen – the larches (Larix sp.), Dawn Redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides), Pond and Bald Cypresses (Taxodium sp). Getting to know them on the internet is like ‗eye walking‘ through the endless aisles of a never ending candy store where one treat follows another. It‘s addictive! There are literally thousands of cultivars that can make this ‗branch‘ of gardening the final frontier, the 5th element, the 6th dimension, and the missing link



in the quest to create the great low maintenance Southeast garden. I‘m giving you, the reader, a taste of the many choices that have been shown to do well in Zones 6-8, which covers the majority of the Southeast, including Virginia. I‘ll win you over in my quest to make the world of conifers at home in your yard. Hardiness zones based on minimum winter temperature only can be misleading. High summer nighttime temperatures, heavy and poorly drained soils that lack oxygen needed by roots, high humidity, microclimates-- these factors play into the hardiness game particularly in the Southeast. Much of Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina are Zone 8, the same as most of Britain, but until recently one wouldn‘t have expected much success with spruces and firs which prefer cooler summers like those of the British Isles. Enter and ‗happening‘—a number of fir selections are being grafted (think ‗pliced‘) onto Momi Fir (Abies firma), a native of Japan that imparts its tolerance of heavy clay, high temperatures and high humidity to its scion passengers. The results are now appearing in the marketplace, produced by our own East Coast nurseries. Abies veitchii ‗Heddergott‘ and ‗Rumburg‘, Abies koreana ‗Silberlocke‘ and ‗Blauer Pfiff‘, are a sampling –all are wonderful dwarfs which fail to attain the size and stature of a normal parent. These dwarf varieties will grow, oh so slowly, to 3-6‘ over 20 to 30 years or more and feature persistent blue to bright green and even golden yellow (Abies nordmanniana ‗Golden Spreader‘) to white needles. And many produce beautiful cones when quite young.



Juniperus communis ‘Gold Cone’
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ There are many dwarf conifers that will do well for us, some grafted and some produced by cuttings or seed, and thus on their own roots (the better choice when you can find such). Beyond right choice and right lighting (most conifers want at least 6 hours of sun but many including many golden and other variegated forms prefer pm shade), the key particularly in the Southeast is culture--but hasn‘t it always been about that in the South! Plant high or create raised beds to avoid planting-hole ‗bathtub‘ drainage problems. For dwarf and miniature cultivars which tend to be shallow rooted, pay particular attention to watering the first two years, supplementing summer rain as necessary to get at least 1‖ of water on each plant weekly. Be vigilant the first year of hot days and mulch with a conifer based mulch such as pine bark or pine needles. This type of mulch is acidic, mimics the natural ‗duff‘ on the floor of a conifer forest, cools the root run, stabilizes soil moisture, and will supply the minimal nutrient needs beyond the sandy clay loam amended w/ peat, aged compost or leaf mold, you added when planting. Fertilizing dwarf conifers can result in uncharacteristic growth. It‘s simple-minimize stress and you minimize problems, some deadly, such as Phytopthera root rot, so prevalent in poorly drained soils; needle cast--a fungal needle disease; and lesser problems like borers, sawflies and bagworms. Some conifer cultivars can maintain juvenile foliage throughout their lives—it‘s usually more soft and feathery than adult foliage. These forms are more susceptible to fungus caused foliage diseases such as ‗Red Fire‘ and are best avoided south of Zone 7a. On the other hand, needles don‘t live forever. Expect browning and death of two to five year old needles. It‘s natural, not a sign of a dying tree.



Japanese White Pine -P. parviflora ‘Snow-on the Mountain’ Ok, so let‘s lighten the discussion. Enter two of my favorite genera for the Southeast and some of their fine choices and how to use them. Cryptomeria or Japanese Cedar is the only member of its genus and like our native Virginia Red cedar (Juniperus virginiana) not a cedar at all. Normally, cryptomeria in its native haunts may reach 100 ft. plus. But C. japonica ‗Tenzan‘ is an impenetrable tight cushion of medium green evergreen foliage the result of a bud mutation or ‗witch‘s broom‘. It may reach 24‖ over as many years! Known as a ‗miniature‘ in conifer circles, it grows less than an inch a year, and is just perfect for the container garden. It requires no fertilizing and no pruning. Other than reversions most miniatures and small dwarfs rarely if ever require pruning. Like most conifers mentioned it is long lived to 30-60 years or more where happy, it is one of my all time favorites. Cousins C. japonica ‗Little Champion‘ and ‗Little Diamond‘ (3‘ after 10 years) mimic the growth and habit of 6‘ cousin, C. japonica ‗Globosa Nana‘, which is a workhorse conifer as an understory short screen along paths, or in groups that define borders and hide fence lines. Both cultivars have neat dense ropelike evergreen clothed branches that fill out a round to conical shape. Cryptomeria tolerates half day shade. Only the hemlocks (Tsuga, Z 3-8)), plum yews (Cephalotaxus sp., Z.6-9), and Hiba or Staghorn Arborvitae (Thujopsis, Z 5-7)), do better with less sunlight. In addition Cryptomeria is fairly adaptable even to clay soils, but like most conifers, prefers moist well drained acidic (pH 5.5-6.9) soils. Continued on page 6



Dwarf and miniature conifers are great in containers
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ Some 40 miles north of Atlanta lies Cox Arboretum. Owner Tom Cox, past president of the American Conifer Society notes that he‘s never had a problem with any Chamaecyparis obtusa cultivar. Hinoki Cypress from Taiwan and Japan feels right at home down south. The large growing species itself is seldom used but has given rise to an incredible selection of miniature, dwarf (grows 1-6‖/year) and slow growing forms. Cham. obtusa ‗Chirmen‘ is one of Tom‘s favorites. Cham. obtusa ‗Meroke‘ a narrow upright golden form, is one of mine, a surefire winner for tight spots, while Cham. obtusa ‗Lougheed‘, found as a seedling by plantsman John Verkade is a narrow upright selection with dense green foliage-- a natural bonsai. Add to that, contorted forms like Cham. obtusa ‗Locomotion‘ which I can‘t even find in the literature and you‘ve an inkling that Hinoki Cypress is stunning and expressive, with cultivars in the hundreds and more coming. Tom also grows Chamaecyparis pisifera (Z 5-8), the Sawara Cypress but notes that though generally doing well it is not as trouble free as Hinoki Cypress. Cham. pisifera‗Snow‘ with frostedwhite feathery foliage and ‗Nana‘, a miniature to 12‖ are just two of many choices. In my Z 7a garden I use Cham. pisifera ‗Juniperoides Aurea‘ (to 6‘) a golden globose form that screens the . corner steps of my deck.



There is a Dwarf Bald Cypress that looks like a miniature Redwood— Taxodium distichum ‗Peve Minaret‘. Arizona Cypress are growing as far south as Alabama! And by gum, don‘t forget Pinus parviflora (Z 5-8), the Japanese white pine. P. p. ‗Tanima no Uki‘, translated as ‗Snow on the Mountain‘ has pink buds opening to pink cones, white and green needles and a free form shape perfect for patio container or pathway companion. Dwarf Norway Spruce, Picea abies ‗Pusch‘ (2009 ACS Collector‘s Conifer of the Year) dangles branch tips of purple cones in abundance by age 4. Dwarf conifers are performers--marvelous when chosen correctly for their attributes and sited correctly for their needs. So come on Macon, come on Selma, come on Charleston, Come on Richmond! And for you down in Southern Florida, don‘t forget the Podocarpus and pass the Italian Cypress please.



Cedrus deodara ‘Blue Mountain WB ‘ -Gold and Blue



Hinoki Cypress , Pink Knockout Rose, Cornus kousa ‘Wolf Eye’



The list of possibilities for the Southeast is diverse for good reason. Pendulous dwarf conifers like Norway Spruce ‗Inversa‘ (Z 2-8) and West Coast grower Larry Stanley‘s recent American Conifer Society (ACS) Collector‘s Conifer of the Year, Picea pungens ‗The Blues‘(Z 2-8), color the winter and summer landscape. Tight columnar forms of American Arborvitae (Thuja occidentalis, Z 2-8)) like ‗Degroots Spire‘ offer strong terminal growth that won‘t collapse and split in ice and snow. Dwarf Japanese Black Pines (‗Banshoho‘ and ‗Yatsubusa‘) and shore junipers (Juniperus conferta cv.) are available for salty sandy conditions along the coast.



The preceding article by Scott Burrell was previously published and is reprinted with permission of Stateby-State Gardening Magazines. www.statebystategardening.com



Scott together with Bruce Appeldoorn and Duane Ridenour has also prepared a list of ―Other Essential Dwarf & Not So Dwarf Conifers‖ with about 30 plants, giving the species, common name, cultivar name and essential qualities. The format of the list cannot be integrated in this Newsletter. Printouts will be available at our meeting in Athens, GA. Or contact the Editor if you want it mailed to you.
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Pinus taeda NCSU Dwarf Group Dwarf Loblolly Pine By Jared Barnes, Raleigh, NC This month I‘d like to focus on an odd population in the world of conifers, Pinus taeda NCSU Dwarf Group. I found out about these dwarf loblolly pines after coming to North Carolina State University for my graduate work, and I was delighted to learn more about them after reading Chlorophyll in His Veins, a book on the life of J.C. Raulston, by Bobby J. Ward. Seeds were collected from the cone of a Pinus taeda witch‘s broom in autumn of 1964 by the NCSU Forestry Department and sowed by James Cunningham, a student of John Duffield from the Forestry Department as part of the Tree Improvement Program. Once the seed lot germinated, some of the plants exhibited dwarfism, and cuttings were taken from these shorter-thanaverage pines in 1966. Specimens were planted where the now JC Raulston Arboretum is located. Once Raulston arrived, he realized the potential of these plants and encouraged nurseries to propagate them. Doremus Nursery in Texas was successful.



According to Ward, Raulston stated that it is ―one of most beautiful and useful potential landscape plants in existence for southern gardens.‖ The specimens at the arboretum are in the 25 to 35 foot range now. Plants are occasionally listed as ‗Nana‘ or ‗J.C. Raulston‘, but they are appropriately called Pinus taeda NCSU Dwarf Group. If you are fortunate enough to have one of these gems, the low growth habit makes them (and other moderately sized conifers for that matter) great candidates for use as background plants. Go for the naturalistic look and plant Verbascum sp. with silver foliage in front.Variegated Arundo donax‗Peppermint Stick‘ would also stand out against the dark backdrop. In the winter the evergreen pine needles would make colorful stems found on Salix ‗Flame‘ and Acer palmatum ‗Sango kaku‘ pop. And, if you have not, be patient. Mature plants are difficult to propagate, but there have been some efforts to start young plants again from pine cones from the NCSU Dwarf Group. Maybe with the increased awareness of them it won‘t take too long for this oddity to begin popping up in more gardens.
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Spread the Word By Maud Henne Recently I drove about 50 miles northwest from Charlottesville where I live, across the Blue Ridge Mountains into the Shenandoah Valley to visit one of my favorite nurseries. I was wandering through the greenhouses when I heard a voice: ―I am afraid we do not have any new interesting conifers this year.‖ I turned around and looked at the man talking to me. ―How do you know I am interested in conifers?‖ ―You are the conifer-lady, aren‘t you?‖ I drive to this nursery once or twice a year. It happens to me in C‘ville, too, that somebody greets me saying ―Hello‖ and when I look surprised, I hear: ―You are the conifer-lady. You gave a lecture about conifers…..‖ Over the past 10 years, I have been invited to talk about conifers for gardens in our area 3 to 4 times a year: It started with the Mid-Atlantic Section of the Rhododendron Society in 2000. An ACS member knew me and had suggested to invite me. Next the Extension Service invited me to talk to Master Gardeners in training, and this year I gave my presentation at one of their monthly membership meetings. The Piedmont Landscape Architects invited me twice, then the Native Plant Society, the Horticultural Club of the Senior Center and various garden clubs. Most recently a garden club asked if they could come and visit my conifer collection. And when I asked ―How do you know about me?‖ one of the ladies said: ‖I have seen you on PBS‖. That was in May 2007 within Richard Nunnally‘s once-a-month-show ―Virginia Home Grown‖, from March to October on each month‘s last Tuesday evening at 8 PM prime time featuring two subjects for 20 minutes each, in the regional PBS. Scott Burrell in Richmond introduced conifers in his garden on the same program in October 2010. Another task is being included in the training program for the Charlottesville Area Tree Stewards. Here I certainly confine my information to conifers of tree size, leaving out shrubs, ground covers and miniatures. In my presentations I do not only talk, but show slides, as I have not yet advanced to Power Point, bring cuttings from my collection to show different textures and colors, bring books and always have handouts with basic information about what to watch out for and consider when planting conifers.



And I distribute the ACS folder ―A Brief Look….‖. I also have a list of local and regional nurseries, as well as mail order nurseries that advertise in CQ. When groups come to my garden, I hand each visitor a printout of all my conifers - over 200 of them - in alphabetical order so people can make notes. That is my way of doing it. There are other ways. You can team up with other gardeners in your area and have open houses, picnics, write articles for the local newspapers, talk to horticultural classes. Why spread the word about conifers? It is fun, and you might make friends. If you have not done it, I suggest you try it.



American Conifer Society - Southeastern Region www.southeasternconifers.com President: Sue Hamilton, - [email protected] Vice President: Tom Neff, [email protected] Treasurer: John Quackenbush, [email protected] Ref.Gardens: Barbie Colvin, [email protected] Meeting Coordinator: Flo Chaffin, [email protected] Newsletter Editor: Maud Henne, [email protected]



Photo Credits: all photos taken by the resp. authors unless otherwise noted.
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Experimental Farm: http://blandy.virginia.edu. Some highlights of the collection. Grove of 300 ginkgos. Grove of 8 China fir. Allee of 36 cedars of Lebanon. 
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